


Freelancing means freedom to do the work that 
you want to do. It allows you to make a living on 
your terms



It’s not easy



You are a warrior without a king – Seth Godin



5 tips for you to become a thriving freelancer



1. Be a good designer, produce great work that 
solves problems



A strong body of work commands interest from 
prospective clients and increases your perceived 
value as a designer



Identify what “good design is”



Visual Design



Think Objectively



2. Be a great communicator



Clients whether they are Creative Directors, 
Marketing managers, or Business Executives are 
just people



Build trust through communication



Punctuality is super important



3. Put yourself out there



No one is going to hire you if they don’t  
know about you



If you’re a freelancer getting exposure is almost as 
important as having great work



4. Work with only good clients that pay well



Instead of taking on every single project that comes 
your way, it’s important to prioritise closing clients 
that pay you what your services are worth



How do you do that? By demonstrating the value of 
your work



If you only work with good clients, they will refer 
you to more good clients



Which market do you exist in?



$100 



$30,000 



$18,000,000 



Pricing is all relative 



5. Be nice



Good manners is a currency that goes a long way in 
the business world



There are 4 levels of being a freelancer

Ref: Seth Godin



1. Handy Man (Work that anyone can do - 
replaceable) 



2. Craftsman (Work that is a bit better than most)



3. Unique (Work that is a lot better than most, you 
have a name and reputation)



4. Remarkable (Work that only you can do)



You don’t have to go all in – Start freelance on the 
side and build it up



Build a reputation on the side



Build a following on the side



Grow your network on the side



You need to save money so you are not at the mercy 
of every job that comes your way. So you can 
choose and get clients that are a right fit for you



What is your brand and USP? Think about the 
How to become valuable lesson? How can you 
communicate this? 



How to get clients?



Before that think about who your ideal clients are?



Are they agencies? Local or International? Are they 
direct clients? The messaging is different



Think about about your positioning. And what 
does your positioning say about you



Be crystal clear on who your ideal client is. 
And then cater your positioning/brand 
messaging to them



Find where your ideal clients are and get in touch 
with them



Some ideas



Dribbble/ Design networks - Start posting 
consistently



Your folio/ Award sites/ Sending to clients who 
NEED your service/Chatting to people networking



Blogging/ Talk about pain points that companies 
will have - people finding you via search engines



Upwork/ Good for beginners to get a feel for 
dealing with clients and leads



Letsworkshop/ More high quality leads



Twitter/ Build relationships



How many clients do you wish to work with? 



How many clients do you wish to work with? 



If you want work with a lot consider creating an 
automated on-boarding system



Ref: Paul Jarvis

Getting Started PDF

Processes 

What you do 

Pricing 

FAQs 

Testimonials 

Project Planner

Fill out brief and  

project details 

Follow up



Dealing with changes, client feedback, bad clients, 
save money so you have leverage



First is your proposal and contract 





Email approvals are legally binding



So how to deal with changes?



Set the expectations early on, about your processes 
and how the project will be rolled out



Co-design with your client and always point them 
to the business objectives



Everything is a conversation starter and up for 
discussion, don’t be precious about your designs, 
learn to iterate



It’s a collaborative effort, but never get bossed 
around by your client



Iterations are great but it’s not an all you can eat 
buffet. Stipulate in your proposal that it will cost 
extra for major revisions



How to deal with client feedback



Learn to listen



Learn to construct design outcomes based on 
feedback



Always question the client on how feedback 
relates to the business objectives and user 
experience, if they want subjective changes 
question them on the why?



Dealing with bad clients



If you are a freelancer – you can fire a client



Make sure that you have enough money saved so 
you have the leverage



Firing clients is a rare occurrence, if you are doing 
this often make sure it is not a symptom of 
something else



Freelance documents for beginners



Proposal document and contract





Credentials document example





Invoice





Email examples





Self evaluation exercise





Basic freelance flow



Enquiry/Pitch

Proposal/Contract 

Credentials Doc 

Onboarding

Invoice

50% down payment 

before starting

Setup Timeline

Break down delivery 

of work

Do designs/work

Iterate using redpen, 

invision 

Comms using email 

or slack

Invoice

50% final payment

Deliver Files

Dropbox 

Google Drive 

Work with devs

Follow up

Set up monthly  

retainers



You are a warrior without a king. You can 
you can create your own thing


